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POINTS TO REMEMBER

Aircraft Hijacking Cases

It has been brought to the attention of the Criminal Division that

recently an Assistant United States Attorney mande plea for leniency

in an aircraft hijacking case 49 U.S.C 1472 and said that imposition

of sentence in that case would not serve as deterrent to future

hijackings

It is the position of the Criminal Division that severe penalties

do act as deterrent to aircraft hijackings In these cases United

States Attorneys are instructed not to make any suggestions of

leniency or to take any position which is inconsistent with the

Criminal Divisions position

Federal Reservations

When criminal cases are reported to United States Attorneys in

volving offenses such as murder manslaughter assault etc
committed on lands occupied by Army posts naval stations air bases

post offices Federal court houses Veterans hospitals and other

Federal installations the first question to be determined is whether

the lands are within the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction

of the United States within the purview of 18 U.S.C 73

There are three methods by which the United States obtains juris

diction over Federal lands in state state statute consenting to

the purchase of land by the United States for the purposes enumerated

in Article Section Clause 17 of the Constitution of the United

States state cession statute and reservation of Federal juris

diction upon the admission of state into the Union In the absence of

consent or cession statute or reservation of jurisdiction the

possession of the United States is that of an ordinary proprietor save

that the state cannot interfere with the effective use of the land for the

purpose for which it was required See Ft Leavenworth R.R Co
Lowe 114 U.S 525 United States Unzeuta 281 U.S 138 Surplus

Trading Co Cook 281 U.S 647 James Dravo Contracting Co
302 134 Collins Yosemite Park Co 304 518 Since

February 1940 the United States acquires no jurisdiction over

Federal lands in state until the head or other authorized officer of

the department or agency which has custody of the land formally accepts

the jurisdiction offered by state law 40 255 Adams United

States 319 U.S 312 Prior to February 1940 acceptance of juris

diction was presumed in the absence of evidence of contrary intent

on the part of the acquiring agency or Congress Ft Leavenworth
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Co Lowe supra Mason Co Tax Commn 302 U.S
186

If the question of Federal- or state jurisdiction over particular

area has not been previously decided judicially determination of the

jurisdictional question may involve not only an application of juris

dictional law to the facts but also an extensive research of the history

of the land and the applicable state consent and cession laws Jnforrna

tion available in the local office of the Federal agency which acquired

the lands should be of assistance to United States Attorneys in arriving

at definite conclusion regarding jurisdiction In cases of doubt

United States Attorneys should submit the results of their research

to the General Crimes Section of the Criminal Division for instructions

Statutes Applicable

The following statutes in Title 18 United States Code are

applicable to the special maritime and territorial jurisdiction of the

United States Section 81 arson Section 113 assault Section 114

maiming Section 661 larceny Section 662 receiving stolen property

Section 1111 murder Section 1112 manslaughter Section 1113 attempted

murder or manslaughter Section 1363 malicious mischief Section

2031 rape Section 2032 carnal knowledge and Section 2111 robbery

Violations of these statutes are generally investigated by the Federal

Bureau of Investigation

The Assimilative Crimes Statute

The Assimilative Crimes Statute 18 U.S.C 13 makes state law

applicable to lands reserved or acquired as provided in Section of

Title 18 when the act or omission is not made punishable by

an enactment of Congress

Prosecutions instituted under this statute are not to enforce the

laws of the state but to enforce Federal law the details of which in

stead of being recited are adopted by reference

In addition to minor violations such as traffic violations the

statute has been invoked to cover number of serious criminal offenses

defined by state law such as burglary and embezzlement However

the Assimilative Crimes Act cannot be used to override other Federal

policies as expressed by acts of Congress or by valid administrative

orders Further state regulatory laws as distinguished from state

criminal laws have no application to areas under exclusive Federal

jurisdiction unless the laws were in force at the time of the transfer
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of sdereignty and were not altered by national legislation or unless

the state reserved jurisdiction over the subject matter in the state

consent or cession law

Federal Regulations

Regulations issued by the General Services Administration per
taming to conduct on Federal properties under its charge and control

which are under the exclusive or concurrent jurisdiction of the United

States may be found in 41 CFR 101-19
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ANTITRUST DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Richard McLaren

DISTRICT COURT

SHERMAN ACT

CHEMICAL MANUFACTURERS CHARGED WITH VIOLATING

SECTIONS AND OF ACT

United States Karl Ziegler et al CIv 1255-70

April 24 1970 60-358-125

On April 24 1970 we filed civil complaint under Sections and

of the Sherman Act charging that three chemical manufacturers and

the owner of patents on chemical products have engaged in combina

tion to restrain trade and commerce and secure monopoly in

aluminum trialkyls

Defendant Karl Ziegler is citizen and resident of Federal Re
public of Germany and the owner of various patents which relate

to the manufacture of Aluminum Trialkyls Defendant Hercules is

Wilmington Delaware based chemical manufacturing company Its

1968 net sales were approximately $700 million and its total assets

were approximately $800 million

Stauffer is New York based chemical manufacturing company
Its 1968 net sales were approximately $480 million and its total assets

were approximately $430 million

Texas Alkyls Inc is joint venture of Hercules and Stauffer

each owning one-half of its stock with its principal production plant

in Pasadena Texas

According to the complaint aluminum trialkyls are compounds

used as chemical intermediates as catalysts as chemical reducing

agents and jet fuels and in the production of synthetic rubber

The complaint alleges that the defendants combined and conspired

in unreasonable restraint of trade in aluminum trialkyls and to monopo
lize the sale of aluminum trialkyls in violation of the Sherman Act

According to the complaint although aluminum trialkyls are unpatented

products which have been known for many years the Ziegler patents

cover the only commercial processes for making them It is alleged

that the defendants acted unlawfully by using the patent monopoly over

the process for making the unpatented products to control the sale

and distribution of such unpatented products
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According to the complaint the effect has been to extend the patent

monopoly unlawfully to monopoly over the sale of the unpatented products

of the patented processes thereby depriving the public of the benefits of

free and open competition in the sale and distribution of aluminum

trialkyls The effect is also alleged to have been to confer upon the

corporate defendants dominant position in the sale of the product

The complaint seeks an injunction against defendants attempting
in any way to interfere with the sale by others of aluminum trialkyls

or from attempting in any way to interfere with the use or disposition

by any person of the unpatented product of patented process The

complaint additionally seeks reasonable royalty licensing of patents

and know-how

Staff Richard Stern Antitrust Division
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CIVIL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General William Ruckeishaus

COURTS OF APPEALS

CONTRACTS

WHEN P.O GIVES CONTRACTOR ESTIMATE OF AIR COOLING

REQUIREMENT AND ESTIMATE IS PLAINLY MISTAKEN P.O IS

DEEMED TO HAVE WARRANTED ACCURACY OF ESTIMATE

Mandel United States C.A No 19 705 April 27 1970

D.J 78-39-92

In an invitation to bid on the construction of Post Office Building

we estimated that 15 tons of air cooling would be required for the

building An addendum to the invitation stated that in case of mis
calculation or discrepancy the actual loads based on the construction

drawings shall apply We also gave the contractor soil borings which

indicated water levels of 1/2-13 feet at the points of boring Actually

25 tons of air cooling was required and the water levels at some points

on the site but not the points of boring were 1/2-3 feet causing the

contractor to spend extra money for drainage tile

The Eighth Circuit held that the estimate of air cooling while

permitting the Government to vary slightly the amount of air cooling

to conform to minor modifications in building design did not permit

the Government to avoid liability for clear errors in the calculation

of the estimate The Court held that the word estimate means that

which would be understood by reasonably intelligent person aware of

all the circumstances surrounding the contractual undertaking The

Court concluded that in this case the estimate constituted warranty

upon which the contractor could safely rely In the Courts view the

addendum clause did not affect this result since the clause does not

require contractor to perform his own calculations of the correctness

of the estimate

Regarding the subsurface water conditions the Court held that

by giving the soil borings to the contractor the Government was not

warranting water levels at all points on site Rather reasonably

intelligent person would be expected to know that the soil tests could

reflect conditions only at the points of boring

Staff Alan Rosenthal and Raymond Battocchi

Civil Division
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FEDERAL TORT CLAIMS ACT

PAGE DOCTRINE REAFFIRMED BY TENTH CIRCUIT ON

GOVERNMENTS MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT

Leo Craghead United States C.A 10 No 281-69 Junior

Smith United StatesC.A 10 No 282-69 March 17 1970

157-59-86 and 157-59-87

Two employees of independent contractors sustained personal in

juries while working on dam projects for the United States Each

employee filed Tort Claims Act suit against the Government claiming

that the Corps of Engineers had breached its duty to provide safe

place to work to supervise and inspect safety measures and to

enforce safety standards particularly in view of the inherently

dangerous nature of the work The district court dismissed each

case on the basis of United States Page 350 F.Zd 28 C.A 10
certiorari denied 382 979 On consolidated appeals the Tenth

Circuit unanimously affirmed

The Court ruled that summary judgment dismissing the actions

was proper since there was nothing in the record to take the case out

from under the Page doctrine The Court noted that the contractors

here exercised exclusive control over the work and that there was

no indication or claim that the Government reserved the right of

control over the employees Consequently the Court stated it was

unnecessary to speculate on what circumstances if any would justify

departure from Page and other decisions applying it The Court also

noted that there was nothing to suggest that local law changed the

situation in any respect

Staff Morton Hollander and Leonard Schaitman

Civil Division

SOCIAL SECURITY ACT ATTORNEYS FEES

CLAIMANTS ATTORNEY HAVING BEEN AUTHORIZED BY

SECY TO CHARGE FEE OF 25% OF ACCRUED BENEFITS RE
CEIVED IS NOT ENTITLED TO AUTHORIZATION FROM DIST

CT UNDER 42 U.S.C 406b TO CHARGE ANY ADDITIONAL FEE

Sidney Dawson Robert Finch Secy of Health Educa
tion and Welfare C.A No 28364 May 12 1970 D.J 137-73-218
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Th claimant for disability benefits represented by attorney

Sidney Dawson was awarded benefits administratively after re
mand by the district court on the Secretarys motion before answer
For his representation of the claimant Dawson sought the Sec retarys

authorization to charge fee totaling 50% of the accrued benefits re
ceived The Secretary authorized Dawson to charge fee of 25% of

such benefits Dawson then filed suit seeking the district courts
authorization to charge an additional fee of 25% of the accrued bene
fits received The district court being of the opinion that 42

406 limits attorneys fees to 25% of claimants past due benefits
dismissed Dawsons complaint with prejudice

On appeal the Fifth Circuit affirmed The Court observed that

the statutory limit on attorneys fees of 25% of claimants past due

benefits had been enacted as part of the Social Security Amendments
of 1965 It stated that It/he statutory language and legislative history
of Section 206b of the Act clearly indicates that Congress sought by

amending the statute to accomplish two goals First to encourage
effective legal representation of claimants by insuring lawyers that

they will receive reasonable fees directly through certification by the

Secretary And second to insure that the old age benefits for re
tirees and disability benefits for the disabled which are usually the

claimants sole means of support are not diluted by deduction of

an attorneys fee of one-third or one-half of the benefits received

Staff Kathryn Baldwin and James Hair

Civil Division

STATE COURT

FEDERAL MEDICAL CARE RECOVERY ACT

GOVT HAS AN ABSOLUTE RIGHT TO INTERVENE IN STATE
CT ACTION UNDER MEDICAL CARE RECOVERY ACT EVEN WHERE
STATE PROCEDURAL STATUTES DO NOT ALLOW SUCH INTERVEN
TION OR MAKE THE RIGHT TO INTERVENE SUBJECT TO TRIAL
COURTS DISCRETION

Paul Heffernan Hertz Corp United States Proposed
Intervenor New York App Div Second Dept No 30 March 13
1970 77-52-1795

soldier injured in an automobile accident brought suit against

the tort-feasors in New York court The Governments motion to

intervene in the case to recover its expenses in providing medical care
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to the soldier was denied by the trial court on the ground that--under

NewYork procedure- -the absolute right to intervene exists only where

provided under state statute or where representation of partys
interests may be inadequate NYCPLR Sec 1012 The trial court re
fused to allow intervention under the discretionary intervention statute

because the United States would in the courts opinion have lien on

the soldiers recovery to the amount of its expenses under state

statute NYCPLR Sec 1013

On appeal the Appellate Division unanimously reversed

holding that

the federal Medical Care Recovery Act Code
tit 42 Sec 2651 et gives the United States

the absolute right to intervene in State or Federal

court to recover the reasonable value of the care

and treatment furnished or to be furnished by the

United States when an injured member of the United

States Army brings an action against his tortfeasors

Carrington Vanlinder 58 Misc Zd 80 Tolliver

Shumate 151 Va 105 cf United States

Gera 409 2d 117

Staff Morton Hollander and William Appler

Civil Division
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CRIMINAL DIVISION

Assistant Attorney General Will Wilson

COURT OFAPPEALS

APPLICATION FOR RELIEF UNDER 2255

VOLUNTARINESS OF CONFESSION AND GUILTY PLEA AND
WAIVER OF COUNSEL

United States Billy Junior Jarrett C.A No 19 686
March 16 1970 29-100-5208

After having served 10 years of his sentence the petitioner filed

motion under 28 S.C 2255 to have his conviction set aside on the

ground that his confession and guilty plea were not voluntarily given
and his waiver of counsel was not in accord with Rule 44 Cr

The Court per Judge Blackmun relied on established case law

to refute petitioners allegations and went step further in examining
the evidence submitted on the issue of voluntariness In dicta the

Court said that the issue was really one of credibility and cited

petitioners obvious intelligence as exhibited by his testimony and

by his well-written pro se motion and his familiarity with criminal

law stemming from history of involvement with the courts as

credible evidence that the confession the waiver and the guilty plea

were given voluntarily and with proper understanding Thus there

was no compelling reason to overturn the trial court denial of the

petition

Staff United States Attorney Allen Donielson

S.D Iowa


